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Abstract

Mobile devices have experienced an incredible market penetration in the last decade. Currently, medium to premium smartphones
are relatively affordable devices. With the increase in screen size and resolution, together with the improvements in performance of
mobile CPUs and GPUs, more tasks have become possible. In this paper we explore the rendering of medium to large volumetric
models on mobile and low performance devices in general. To do so, we present a progressive ray casting method that is able to
obtain interactive frame rates and high quality results for models that not long ago were only supported by desktop computers.
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1. Introduction1

In the last years, thanks to their ubiquity and increasing2

computational power, laptops, smartphones, tablets and mobile3

devices in general, have become more and more suitable for ap-4

plications that require high quality visualization of volume data5

in real time. Medical visualization is one of the most important6

application fields. Unfortunately, despite the increase in com-7

putational power, visual quality and storage capacity, certain8

tasks such as high quality visualization and interactive explo-9

ration of medical models still represent a challenging problem10

for this kind of hardware.11

There has also been an increase of the published research12

about how to deal with visualization on mobile devices effi-13

ciently [1, 2]. However, many contributions have been striving14

to address some limitations of hardware constraints that are no15

longer a problem. A clear example of this is the recent addition16

of 3D textures into the OpenGL ES standard from version 3.0.17

Thus, we base our work on the usage of 3D textures along with18

GPU ray casting, which is the state-of-the-art technique used19

for volume visualization.20

Previous experiments have shown that, even though big mod-21

els might fit into the memory of such GPUs, the rendering per-22

formance achieved by mobile devices is still not enough. Usu-23

ally, the visualization of models with larger resolutions (≥ 5123)24

that still fit in the graphics memory of mobile devices, achieves25

low frame rates which are far from being interactive and prevent26

the user from experiencing a smooth exploration of the model.27

An easy way to gain interactivity when dealing with large28

models is sacrificing visualization quality by reducing both the29

displayed dataset and the viewport resolution. Each time the30

user stops interacting, it is desirable to obtain a high quality im-31

age of the resulting point of view. However, in order to achieve32
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a high resolution image, even the process of rendering a sin-33

gle frame is enough for a standard mobile device to stall until34

the GPU is free from rendering tasks and can return the con-35

trol to the application. Such stall, if long enough, leads to the36

operative system killing the application to guarantee that the37

device is not blocked. In [3, 4, 5], the authors notice this fact38

as a consequence of executing a high number of instructions in39

shader code. We noticed a similar behavior for camera views40

where rays performed a large number of samples, making the41

application crash after being blocked by rendering tasks during42

a certain amount of time (between 2 and 3 seconds in our ex-43

periments). Although this issue could be solved by detaching44

the rendering process from the main GUI thread, this is actu-45

ally not desirable in some scenarios such as in medical applica-46

tions, where high resolution results are expected to be provided47

as soon as possible. By offloading the rendering task from the48

GUI thread, application crashes can be avoided, yet long ren-49

dering processes will still provide delayed results, and this lack50

of feedback is likely to cause confusion.51

In this paper, we propose a solution that uses progressive52

GPU-aided ray casting algorithms to generate high quality ren-53

derings. This strategy prevents blocking and provides interac-54

tivity, distributing the rendering task over subsequent frames55

after every user interaction. The main contributions of our ap-56

proach are:57

• A multiresolution, scalable rendering scheme for volume58

models on mobile devices that uses a low resolution model59

during user interaction and a high resolution dataset for60

quality visualization when the camera stops.61

• A strategy pattern for incremental rendering that provides62

a smooth transition from the low resolution visualization63

to the high resolution visualization, preventing blocking64

to avoid undesirable application aborting and allowing65

for smooth interactions at any time.66

• The proposal of two new progressive ray casting methods67
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that fulfill the aforesaid goals, and their analysis, discus-68

sion, and a comparison with other existing techniques.69

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 270

presents the previous work carried out in this field. Then, an71

overview of the architecture we have designed is explained in72

Section 3 and the detailed algorithms we use for progressive73

ray casting are presented in Section 4. Section 5 shows the74

results we have achieved, and then some conclusions and lines75

for future work are discussed in Section 6.76

2. Previous Work77

Nowadays, GPU ray casting is the state of the art technique78

in Volume Rendering [6]. Current desktop systems allow the79

rendering of huge models in real time, typically using compres-80

sion and/or out-of-core techniques [7, 8].81

Several publications deal with volume rendering of large82

scalar fields. For instance, Crassin et al. [9] propose an ap-83

proach based on an adaptive data representation, depending on84

the current view and occlusion information directly extracted85

from the rendering algorithm. In the same line, Fogal et al. [10]86

introduce an out-of-core, ray-guided GPU volume renderer that87

scales to large data and provide an evaluation and discussion of88

the trade-offs inherent to this kind of application. Both of these89

techniques rely on the fact that not all the information needs to90

be visualized at its maximum resolution (mainly due to camera91

perspective and occlusion). However, medical applications are92

meant to provide maximum quality without sacrificing interac-93

tivity.94

Callahan and Silva [11] present an image-space accelera-95

tion technique based on a bilateral upsampling filter to improve96

the quality of low-resolution ray casting images of unstructured97

volumes. They are able to preserve features at the edges of98

the models thanks to a guidance image obtained from the un-99

structured grid. Unfortunately, structured grids (which are the100

most typical format for medical images), cannot benefit from101

this technique straightforwardly.102

Although not explicitly working on mobile platforms, the103

following publications, target the issue of incremental ray cast-104

ing. Levoy [12] introduced an incremental way of performing105

volume ray casting based on an adaptive image space subdi-106

vision. In [13], Kratz et al. improved Levoy’s approach by107

introducing an error estimator from the field of finite element108

methods. In the same line, Frey et al. [14] presented a scheme109

for progressive rendering that adapts to different changes during110

data exploration. They demonstrate an automatic parameter op-111

timization scheme using a video metric to optimize their frame112

control. These techniques are mainly focusing on quality met-113

rics to lead the progressive refinement algorithm. However, the114

way they distribute rays is not tailored to improve performance,115

as we will discuss later in Section 4.3.116

Since mobile platforms are ubiquitous nowadays, the inter-117

est in using mobile devices for rendering volumetric models,118

especially medical datasets, is growing [15, 16]. Several pre-119

vious approaches have addressed volumetric models on mobile120

devices using two different strategies: server dependent meth-121

ods and local methods.122

Server dependent methods that heavily rely on the server123

side to perform all power consuming operations are called thin124

client architectures. Following this scheme, Lamberti et al. [17]125

communicate rotation and translation commands from client126

devices to the server, and obtain an MPEG video stream with127

the rendered results of medical images as a response. In [18],128

Hachaj et al. propose a similar solution also based on thin129

clients, and Gutenko et al. [19] use a more efficient and mod-130

ern video codec (H264) to encode the video stream. However,131

these methods have strong connection bandwidth requirements132

that we are interested in getting rid of.133

Balanced solutions distribute the tasks between the server134

side and the mobile device. In this line, Campoalegre et al. [20]135

perform a block-based transfer function aware compression of136

the target dataset, and are able to transmit the desired regions of137

interest to support adaptive ray casting on the client side.138

Other server dependent methods that take more advantage139

of client desktop machines and hand-held devices are called fat140

distribution schemes by some researchers [16], and they mainly141

rely on the server to provide the datasets after performing some142

expensive pre-processing tasks, but produce the renderings lo-143

cally. For instance, Congote et al. [21] presented a platform144

implementing this kind of architecture by means of the We-145

bGL standard. Mobeen et al. [4, 5] also developed various146

algorithms that perform a single-pass ray casting for the effi-147

cient visualization of medical models based on WebGL [22,148

23]. A detail-on-demand scheme is presented by Schultz and149

Bailey [24], where they allow the user to explore the entire150

dataset at its original resolution while simultaneously constrain-151

ing the 3D texture size so that it doesn’t exceed the GPU capa-152

bilities of the portable device.153

Finally, local rendering methods allow the visualization on154

mobile devices with no need of network connectivity. 3D tex-155

tures have been widely available in mobile GPUs just recently,156

so previous methods for rendering volumetric models have re-157

lied on 2D texture stacks or tiled 2D textures emulating 3D tex-158

tures. Among others, Fogal et al. [1] and Noon et al. [3] have159

developed tools using stacks of 2D textures representing the 3D160

volume. Congote et al. [21], Noguera et al. [25, 2, 26] and161

Movania et al [27], on the other hand, emulate 3D textures by162

using a mosaic layout of its slices within a set of 2D textures.163

More recently, when 3D textures have become widely available,164

both slicing and ray casting algorithms have been used. Balsa et165

al. [28] presented a practical comparison of volume rendering166

using several devices and algorithms, including ray casting with167

the use of 3D textures, which was far from interactive at that168

time. Also using 3D textures, Xin and Wong [29], presented169

an intuitive framework for volume data exploration, although170

they don’t work with datasets of resolutions higher than 1283.171

Furthermore, Schultz and Bailey [24] develop a multiresolution172

algorithm based on the use of a detail-on-demand subvolume173

selection with 3D textures.174

Nowadays, GPUs in hand-held devices are more capable, so175

focusing on fat and local rendering approaches by implement-176

ing the ray casting task on mobile phones seems more feasible.177
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However, porting volume rendering to mobile devices may be178

challenged by three main limitations: GPU capabilities (as they179

could not provide the proper features to deal with the algorithms180

used to visualize volumetric models), RAM size (models might181

not fit in main memory), and GPU horsepower (even though182

models might fit the GPU memory, the frame rate achieved183

could be inefficient to adequately support interactivity). In this184

paper, we mainly concentrate on the latter limitation.185

3. Overview186

Our motivation is to address the problem of volume ren-187

dering of medical data on mobile and low performance de-188

vices through the development of a system that fulfills the re-189

quirements of medical experts, including being able to interact190

with large volume models, usually involving dataset resolutions191

larger than 5123. There is an increasing interest in exploring192

these volume models on mobile devices at full resolution. Fur-193

thermore, an essential prerequisite is that the application must194

achieve interactive frame rates even with large models, so the195

system must not stall or have performance drops that hinder the196

user interaction.197

We use GPU-aided ray casting to perform direct volume198

rendering (see Figure 1), as it is the state of the art technique199

for the task [6]. Volume ray casting is an image-based tech-200

nique that casts a ray from each pixel of the final image and201

computes, along each ray, the accumulated color by evaluat-202

ing samples in the volume dataset. A volume dataset typically203

consists of scalar values uniformly sampled in a finite three di-204

mensional space, forming a regular grid, as is the case with205

medical images. More precisely, the algorithm proceeds by206

sampling the volume data at regular intervals along each ray.207

Those sampled values are transformed into color by means of a208

transfer function that maps intensity values to RGBA data. Ray209

casting is a technique perfectly suited to be implemented on210

GPUs due to its highly parallelizable nature (the rendering in-211

tegral along rays can be computed separately by fragment pro-212

cessors). However, it should be emphasized that its complexity213

increases rapidly with the resolution of the volume data being214

sampled, especially if the algorithm requires the computation215

of gradients to perform good quality shading, which usually re-216

quires performing 6 extra texture lookups at each ray sample.217

Therefore, large datasets imply costly computations of the ray218

integral, which implies a bottleneck in the fragment shader per-219

forming that calculation.220

Our implementation of the ray casting algorithm uses sev-221

eral methods that help improving visual quality. Pre-integrated222

transfer functions [30] are used in order to avoid undesired wood-223

grain artifacts without sacrificing performance. In addition, we224

perform downsampling to achieve a low resolution dataset that225

allows interactive exploration and also whenever the original226

resolution dataset does not fit the GPU memory. We use a227

feature-preserving downsampling filter [31] that is able to pre-228

serve important features typically lost during the downsampling229

process. Finally, we use Adaptive Transfer Functions [32] to vi-230

sualize the coarser levels with higher accuracy.231

Furthermore, whenever possible we have incorporated ac-232

celeration techniques such as Empty Space Skipping (ESS) and233

Early Ray Termination (ERT) described by Krüger and West-234

ermann [33]. We perform ESS by means of starting the ray235

sampling at the boundaries of a proxy geometry that, given a236

certain transfer function, roughly adjusts to the non-transparent237

regions of the volume model (see Figure 2). This way, the ef-238

fective sampling space along rays is allowed to start later and239

finish before, discarding transparent regions. The second ac-240

celeration technique, ERT, finishes ray traversals whenever the241

computed color is considered to be opaque.242

The standard way used by medical experts to inspect med-243

ical images is based on orthographic projections. For this rea-244

son, we use orthographic cameras for all the implementations245

in this paper.246

Since our goal involves implementing a scalable system that247

is able to perform interactive high resolution ray casting of large248

models, we propose a framework based on multiresolution. Our249

solution uses a lower resolution dataset for the visualization250

while the user is exploring the model, which ensures interac-251

tive frame rates, and a high resolution dataset along with a pro-252

gressive refinement algorithm for high quality rendering of the253

desired regions of interest after each user interaction.254

The usage of a progressive rendering algorithm ensures that255

by splitting the ray casting into several frames, the control of ex-256

ecution is returned back to the application loop more frequently,257

so that it cannot stall for long periods of time, allowing the user258

to start new interactions at any time, even before the progressive259

rendering has finished (thus canceling the process).260

Based on this general strategy, we propose two different ap-261

proaches, depicted in Figures 3 and 5. Both share the same262

structure: during user interaction, rendering is performed us-263

ing low resolution ray casting (top row). Every time the user264

stops at a certain view, the progressive high resolution ray cast-265

ing starts so that the static image of the selected view evolves266

smoothly from the low resolution ray casting result to the full267

resolution image.268

The main differences between both strategies are the way269

the high resolution images are produced. In one case, the final270

image is obtained by rendering the high resolution dataset in271

separated slabs in front-to-back order (we call this technique272

Front-to-back Slabs, or FBSlabs). The second strategy, on the273

contrary, splits the viewport into several tiles and sorts them by274

cost in order to group them into batches of similar cost that can275

be efficiently rendered at each frame until a certain time budget276

is reached (we refer to this technique as Sorted Tiles, or STiles).277

4. Progressive ray casting strategies278

In this Section we present details on each of the two pro-279

posals for incremental rendering: FBSlabs and STiles.280

4.1. FBSlabs (Front-to-back slabs)281

This progressive algorithm splits each ray into several seg-282

ments of a fixed length and then starts rendering those segments283

in front to back order over subsequent frames after the user fin-284

ishes interacting. The algorithm renders the incremental high285
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Figure 1: Overview of the ray casting algorithm. A ray emerging from the camera origin is generated for each pixel of the viewport passing through its center.
Segments of these rays intersecting the volume dataset, are in turn evaluated at several positions separated by regular intervals, obtaining scalar data from the dataset
and transforming it to color values accumulated over the ray traversal. Usually, several extra texture lookups are necessary at each sampling position to compute the
local gradient in order to calculate proper shading.

Figure 2: The proxy geometry bounding this volume model is shown in red (in
2D). We subdivide the bounding box of the volume model in a grid and generate
a mesh that envelopes those grid cells containing non-transparent data. We use
the proxy geometry in order to perform empty space skipping, allowing rays
to effectively start where non-transparent data is found, and finishing wherever
there is only transparent data remaining.

resolution results into a texture Thigh, the low resolution results286

into another texture Tlow and finally composites both textures to287

achieve the final image at each frame. These are the main steps288

followed by this algorithm:289

1. Low Resolution Ray Casting (during user interaction)290

• The ray casting color is stored in a 2D texture291

2. Progressive High Resolution Ray Casting292

(a) A 2D texture Thigh is cleared293

(b) The first sampling position for each ray (one per294

viewport pixel) is placed at the entry point on the295

proxy geometry bounding the volume model296

(c) A fixed number of ray casting steps are performed297

advancing over each ray (rendering a non-regular298

slab perpendicular to the viewing direction), and the299

resulting color is composited with the previous high300

resolution partial result in Thigh301

(d) The remaining part of the volume is rendered with302

low resolution ray casting, starting at the sample303

position where the previous step finished, and then304

stored into Tlow305

(e) The current image is generated by compositing Thigh306

on top of Tlow with alpha blending307

(f) In the next frame, a frame counter is increased and308

the process resumes ray casting from (c) until the309

sampling positions exceed the volume boundaries310

In Figure 3, step 1 indicates that the low resolution render-311

ing is generated by a standard ray casting algorithm, with no312

modifications, into a 2D texture Tlow.313

Then, in step 2 of Figure 3, a chain of partial ray castings314

is performed in separated slabs to render the high resolution315

dataset progressively. A 2D texture Thigh is used to store the316

progressive state of the high resolution rendering process. To317
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Figure 3: Schematic overview of the FBSlabs algorithm. The first step (1) of the figure depicts the initial low resolution standard ray casting performed while the
user is moving the camera. Each time the interaction stops (2), the high resolution image is incrementally composited by rendering slabs in front-to-back order, one
at a time every frame. Then, at each frame, this high resolution image is composited on top of the remaining part of the model rendered at low resolution.

Low res. 25% 50% 75% High res.

Figure 4: Vix dataset (5122×250 high res., 1282×63 low res.). This sequence of images shows the transition effect between the low resolution and the high resolution
ray castings obtained by the FBSlabs method. The top row shows the renderings as shown in the application, whereas in the bottom row, the low resolution part
of the same images is lightened in order to reveal the updated portions of the image more clearly. See the accompanying video for a more clear example of this
transition.
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start the process, in the first frame after the user interaction fin-318

ished, the initial segments of all rays emerging from the view-319

port pixels are rendered in Thigh. Those ray segments start at320

the entry points on the proxy geometry, and perform a fixed321

number of samples (N = 40 in our case) in each ray casting322

frame, making each slab have a fixed thickness. During the323

next frames, the same slab rendering process is repeated. At324

each frame, in order to resume the high resolution ray casting325

where the previous frame finished, we only need to know the326

current frame counter (number of frames since the progressive327

ray casting started), as each slab is rendered with a fixed num-328

ber of samples and a constant sampling space between them.329

Note that the camera is configured to perform an orthographic330

projection of the scene, as commonly used in medicine. This331

way the generated slabs remain piecewise planar as they origi-332

nate from the proxy geometry. A perspective projection could333

be used otherwise without causing any trouble, this way lead-334

ing to pseudo-spherical slabs as they get far from the starting335

point at the proxy geometry. The blending state is configured336

to add color in a front to back order in order to update Thigh337

with each rendered slab. In Tlow, the remaining part of the ray338

casting is computed at low resolution, which implies almost no339

penalty in time. At each frame, the resulting partial image Thigh340

is composited over the low resolution image Tlow using alpha341

blending. The high resolution ray casting is completely finished342

whenever all the ray segments rendered exit the proxy geome-343

try. We conservatively approximate this moment by repeating344

this iterative process until the computed rays are longer than the345

diagonal of the volume bounding box. Figure 4-top shows the346

transition effect of this technique (in Figure 4-bottom, color is347

modified to better perceive the boundary between the low reso-348

lution and the high resolution rendered parts).349

4.2. STiles (Sorted tiles)350

This progressive ray casting algorithm first decomposes the351

high resolution image space into square blocks of pixels (tiles)352

and then renders them progressively over subsequent frames353

(see Figure 5). The rationale behind this method comes from354

the tile-based behaviour of the GPU rasterizer and cache usage.355

Analogously to FBSlabs, the low resolution rendering is stored356

into a low resolution texture Tlow and the high resolution results357

are incrementally rendered into a high resolution texture Thigh.358

The algorithm pipeline proceeds through the following steps:359

1. Low Resolution Ray Casting (during user interaction)360

• The ray casting color is stored in a 2D texture Tlow361

• The ray cost (number of ray samples) is stored in362

the alpha channel of Tlow363

2. Tile Sorting (once after interaction finished)364

• Once the user interaction stops, the screen space365

is split into tiles, and then, tiles are sorted by cost366

(using a series of compute shaders), generating two367

correlation maps that allow converting between un-368

sorted and sorted tile coordinates.369

3. Progressive High Resolution Ray Casting370

(a) The high resolution ray casting of a few tiles (ren-371

dered in order) is performed, until a fixed time bud-372

get is reached373

(b) The current image is composited, selecting either374

the high resolution pixels from Thigh when already375

computed, or the low resolution ones from Tlow oth-376

erwise377

(c) In the next frame, the process is resumed from (a)378

until all the tiles are rendered379

During user interaction, a standard low resolution ray cast-380

ing for interactive rendering is performed in a fragment shader381

(see step 1 of Figure 5). At each pixel, together with the low382

resolution color in the RGB channels, the number of ray sam-383

ples is stored in the alpha channel of the output texture Tlow as384

an estimation of the ray cost. This ray cost approximation is385

crucial for the main goal of the algorithm.386

The second step starts once the user stops interacting. The387

viewport is then divided into small tiles, and these tiles are in388

turn sorted according to the ray cost hint provided by the previ-389

ous stage (see step 2 of Figure 5), by means of a few compute390

shaders that implement a GPU radix sort algorithm [34]. The391

sorting pipeline proceeds in three steps, each one carried out by392

a compute shader: i) Group counting, ii) Group offset setting393

and iii) Sorting. During the first step i), the tiles are classi-394

fied into groups depending on its cost, so that we finally have395

a counter of the number of tiles belonging to each group. We396

consider the cost of a tile to be the number of ray samples (pre-397

viously stored in the alpha channel of Tlow) at the center of the398

tile. The second stage ii) scans these counters to establish an399

offset for each group of tiles, so that they can be later placed400

in an output texture without overlapping. Finally, the third and401

last step iii) proceeds by sorting tiles, placing them into the right402

position defined by their group offset, depending on their cost.403

The actual outputs of this compute shader are two texture maps404

that allow translating from sorted to unsorted tile coordinates405

and vice versa.406

Finally, the last step of STiles corresponds to the progressive407

ray casting, carried out again by a fragment shader. It renders408

a variable number N of screen tiles, in order, in a separated409

2D texture alias of sorted tiles. Thanks to the coordinate maps410

produced in the sorting stage, the tiles can be rendered in strict411

order. The variable number of tiles depends on a fixed time412

budget (0.1 seconds in our case). The algorithm proceeds by413

rendering a window of N tiles. After rendering these N tiles,414

the elapsed time is measured in order to know if the time bud-415

get has been exceeded, and in this case, it does not render any416

more tiles during this frame, otherwise it renders N more tiles417

until the time budget is reached. The final image is compos-418

ited by either selecting, for each pixel, the high resolution ray419

casting color if available (again, using the coordinate maps pro-420

duced in the sorting stage to know its position in the sorted tiles421

texture), or the low resolution ray casting color otherwise. This422

last step is repeated in successive frames, rendering as many423

tiles as possible without exceeding the fixed time budget, un-424

til the whole high resolution ray casting image has completely425

substituted the low resolution one (see step 3 of Figure 5). Fig-426
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Figure 5: Schematic overview of the STiles algorithm. The first step (1) of the figure depicts the initial low resolution standard ray casting performed while the user
is moving the camera (the ray cost hint is stored in the alpha channel). Each time the interaction stops (2), the screen space is split into tiles and sorted according
this ray cost hint, and two coordinate maps that are able to convert from one space to another are generated. The incremental rendering (3) proceeds frame by frame,
rendering tiles in order and compositing the final image by selecting pixels either from the low resolution texture or from the high resolution tiled texture.

Low res. 25% 50% 75% High res.

Figure 6: Vix dataset (5122 × 250 high res., 1282 × 63 low res.). This sequence of images shows the transition effect between the low resolution and the high
resolution ray castings obtained by the STiles method. The top row shows the renderings as shown in the application, whereas in the bottom row, the low resolution
part of the same images is lightened in order to reveal the order in which the image is updated. See the accompanying video for a more clear example of this
transition.
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ure 6-top shows the transition effect of this technique (in Fig-427

ure 6-bottom, color is modified to better perceive the boundary428

between the low resolution and the high resolution pixels).429

4.3. Discussion430

We have described two different strategies based on GPU431

ray casting for the incremental rendering of high resolution vol-432

ume datasets. Both are fast and complete the rendering of the433

final image quick enough to be considered good candidates for434

our purposes. One of the main strengths of the FBSlabs method435

is its low requirements regarding GPU specifications and OpenGL436

version. As our architecture is based on the use of 3D textures,437

a minimum version of OpenGL ES 3.0 is needed, but a dif-438

ferent implementation that makes use of 2D textures to store439

the dataset in GPU memory could support lower versions of440

OpenGL. In this sense, STiles has stricter requirements, de-441

manding a minimum version of OpenGL ES 3.1 on mobile de-442

vices, due to the usage of compute shaders, which were not443

available in previous versions. For this reason, not only old444

graphics chips, but also WebGL platforms, are not allowed to445

use STiles.446

We have decided to implement the sorting step of STiles447

with a GPU radix sort [34] using compute shaders. This sorting448

strategy performs efficiently enough for our purposes, yielding449

negligible computation times so the interactivity is not compro-450

mised. An implementation of this method in CUDA was also451

demonstrated to outperform other sorting algorithms in mod-452

ern GPUs [35]. Another version based on fragment shaders453

could have been implemented with the aim of enabling older454

devices to execute STiles [36]. However, too many rendering455

passes are required to carry out the task (with a complexity of456

O(n log2 n + log n)), yielding a serious penalty on mobile GPUs457

and providing less interactive results.458

We have also implemented some other alternatives for pro-459

gressive ray casting with less satisfactory results. One of our460

first experiments was based on a naive separation of the high461

resolution viewport into several tiles. We configured various462

splitting sizes: we found a grid of 8 × 8 = 64 tiles to be the op-463

timal case for this technique, which was raising the completion464

time to at least one second due to the number of frames (64)465

needed to finish the rendering. Unfortunately, the transition be-466

tween the low and high resolution images was not pleasant due467

to its blocky appearance. This effect could be alleviated by in-468

creasing the number of tiles, but this would increase the total469

rendering time. Furthermore, we implemented and tested an470

early version of STiles that consisted in sorting individual rays471

instead of tiles, also using compute shaders. Although the idea472

of sorting seemed sound, the performance also dropped (see473

Section 5.1). Again, we believe that this is due to the fact that474

dealing with single rays breaks texture access coherence.475

Another approach we implemented was a simple form of476

progressive ray casting (we name it Simple in what follows).477

It is a screen space refinement method that consists in start-478

ing with a low resolution ray casting image (the same used in479

STiles), and then progressively sampling new high resolution480

rays on the screen surface at each frame until a time budget is481

expired, finishing when all the pixels of the high resolution im-482

age have been computed. The high resolution pixels computed483

at each frame are accumulated in an extra texture so that they484

can be reused in subsequent frames. We have tested two differ-485

ent sampling schemes previously used in literature: first, a sam-486

pling scheme where the rays are generated randomly (referred487

to as Simple random in the figures), and second, another one488

where the rays are selected using a regular distribution (labeled489

as Simple structured). The number of refinement steps is vari-490

able and depends on the number of rays computed at each frame491

without exceeding the fixed time budget, which is directly re-492

lated to the complexity of the rendering process (i.e. resolution493

of the model, opacity of the transfer function, viewport reso-494

lution, etc). The transition effect between the low resolution495

and the high resolution images was highly smooth, up to the496

point of almost not noticing the transition. We used the same497

performance optimizations used in the other methods presented498

(i.e. ERT and ESS). However, the performance of this approach499

was worse than our proposed methods (see Section 5.1). Our500

hypothesis is that the pseudo-random distribution of rays was501

preventing all kinds of cache usage on the GPU, thus increas-502

ing the rendering time at each frame and achieving a much less503

interactive experience. We present an evaluation of this method504

in Section 5 together with the evaluation of the proposed tech-505

niques.506

5. Results507

Rendering high quality images of a relatively large dataset508

on low performance devices such as mobile devices is a task509

that requires a significant amount of time. We have proposed510

an incremental approach that splits this process into separated511

steps that are completed over subsequent frames, so that each512

step can be executed during an application frame not exceed-513

ing an acceptable amount of time. This avoids blocking the514

application and provides smooth interactivity, allowing the in-515

terruption of the high quality rendering at any time if the user516

desires to continue interacting. Our two proposed methods ac-517

complish this task quickly and in a visually pleasant way. So,518

from the point of view of the user, the only visible difference519

is the transition from the low quality image to the high quality520

image.521

We performed several experiments to measure the advan-522

tages of both approaches in terms of performance (Section 5.1)523

and visual quality (Section 5.2). The experiments were run on524

two mobile devices, a Motorola Nexus 6 (equipped with an525

Adreno 420 GPU and a screen resolution of 1440 × 2560) and526

an Huawei Nexus 6P (equipped with an Adreno 430 GPU and527

a screen resolution of 1440× 2560). On both devices, the view-528

port resolutions were scaled to half the screen size on both axes529

for the high resolution ray castings (720 × 1280, which is still530

a good resolution due to the small pixel size given on these de-531

vices’ screens) and to one eight of the screen size for the low532

resolution ray castings (180 × 320). We used datasets of dif-533

ferent resolutions with transfer functions having different levels534

of transparency: Vix (5152 × 256), Head (5122 × 485), Obelix535

(2562 × 780), Chamaleon (5123) and Melanix (2562 × 602).536
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Figure 7: Average completion time (in seconds) of progressive ray casting
methods run on different devices for several datasets. These times are an av-
erage measure calculated by performing the transition process from 3 different
zoom levels with different screen pixel coverages, and 20 different camera po-
sitions uniformly distributed on the surface of a surrounding sphere for each
zoom level (60 camera configurations in total). Note that the measurements
for the Classic RC complete faster in average, which is the expected behaviour
as the rendering task is not split over several frames. However, this does not
implies better interactivity than progressive methods, because these distribute
the workload over several frames, returning the control to the application more
frequently. Note also the high bars in the Classic RC, indicating that some
renderings were not completed due to an application crash.

5.1. Transition from Low-Res to High-Res: Performance537

FBSlabs distributes the workload over time by splitting the538

rays into segments. At each frame of this progressive method, a539

limited number of ray casting samples is fixed, so the maximum540

number of samples within the ray casting shader, for a single541

frame, is O(Vw × Vh × N), where Vw × Vh is the total number542

of pixels in the viewport and N is the fixed number of samples543

to take from each ray segment during a single frame of the in-544

cremental rendering. We have fixed N = 40 in our experiments545

so that a small loop is performed for each pixel in the viewport546

at each frame. Besides the rendering of each slab, the amount547

of time required for blending both, the low resolution and the548

high resolution images, is negligible. Some results are shown in549

Figure 7 (FBSlabs series). In average, our experiments obtain550

completion times under 1 second for the tested models.551

We have tried to improve FBSlabs in order to store per-ray552

accumulated opacity after each frame so that a global ERT is553

enabled. However, this implemetation requires an extra pass554

to copy the high resolution results into another texture that can555

be queried during the next frame to know whether or not the556

current ray/pixel was completed and can be discarded. Unfor-557

tunately, this extra pass incurs a penalty that incurs in a time558

penalty that is larger than the benefits obtained from ERT. The559

algorithm can still perform per-slab early ray termination, but it560

will not avoid starting the ray traversal for the next slab in the561

next frame.562

In STiles, the workload is split into screen-space tiles that563

can have different costs depending on the length of the rays564

they contain, and sorted before proceeding to the progressive565

ray casting step. The sorting step cost is actually negligible and566

it is computed only once after each user interaction (see step 2567

Figure 8: Charts showing the accumulated time over subsequent frames in
STiles for two datasets. The lines correspond to different levels of camera
zoom, corresponding Zoom 0 to the smallest, and Zoom 2 to the largest screen
pixel coverage. A fixed number of tiles is rendered at each frame, and the tiles
have been previously sorted by increasing cost. Last frames obviously take
longer to finish.

of Figure 5). We base our strategy on the experimental results568

shown in Figure 8. If tiles are sorted by increasing cost, it can569

be observed that the accumulated time of the incremental ren-570

dering along subsequent frames (when a fixed number of tiles is571

rendered at each frame) increases in a non-linear way, due to the572

obvious fact that rendering the first tiles is faster than rendering573

the last ones. Our strategy, based on the charts in Figure 8, is to574

render more tiles in the first frames and a lower number of tiles575

in the last frames to compensate for their higher cost. Based576

on the shape of the curves in these charts, we estimate a tile577

budget for each subsequent frame that guarantees an estimated578

time budget of 0.1 seconds per frame. Estimated tile budgets579

are decreasing from the first frame to the last one, resulting on580

a greater number of tiles being rendered in the first frames and581

on a stable frame rendering time. As shown in Figure 7, we582

achieve completion times faster than FBSlabs method (approx-583

imately half the time for all the tested datasets on all devices).584

One could argue that rendering tiles in ascending order in585

STiles implies rendering big empty regions of the screen first586

(which should have cost zero) whenever the footprint of the587

proxy geometry is much smaller than the actual screen reso-588

lution. The ideal procedure would be to directly discard those589

tiles without effective work to process, or those not overlapping590

the proxy geometry. However, discarding tiles with zero cost591
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Nexus 6
Simple FBSlabs STiles Classic RC

Min Max Avg Min Max Avg Min Max Avg Min Max Avg
Vix 8.03635 11.6122 8.84522 10.7524 32.6419 20.6254 12.5105 23.0776 16.5257 2.24384 11.2076 4.97987
Head 8.16621 11.1880 9.73117 17.5999 37.4925 25.4241 11.0722 23.2729 16.2087 3.30920 11.4138 6.44491
Obelix 7.85773 10.2932 8.83859 13.8662 40.3193 23.9071 9.29148 26.8632 17.0683 ] 13.3783 6.71495
Chamaleon 7.90516 10.8366 9.75879 17.1355 37.2815 25.3579 13.5114 23.7053 16.8985 2.04548 6.94170 4.48132
Melanix 7.92802 10.2918 8.65489 15.1961 42.8415 25.5537 13.0587 28.4416 19.7347 4.16008 19.5485 9.98187

Nexus 6P
Simple FBSlabs STiles Classic RC

Min Max Avg Min Max Avg Min Max Avg Min Max Avg
Vix 9.04296 10.8118 9.65829 18.3297 47.705 28.8664 13.4198 24.1418 16.6214 3.84157 16.7853 7.96326
Head 7.8058 10.5197 9.65324 23.0565 51.6828 31.5486 13.7861 24.4392 17.263 4.03957 14.8991 8.70402
Obelix 8.65025 12.5418 9.68395 17.7137 48.3289 26.762 9.68402 26.2899 16.4421 ] 19.3723 9.07656
Chamaleon 8.82493 12.9486 9.59793 17.1363 47.9752 26.1988 12.1175 21.7779 15.7702 2.34358 11.5424 6.37945
Melanix 9.18801 13.3794 10.1308 18.5456 54.088 26.9182 13.1736 32.586 20.3036 4.99895 22.5877 12.6974

Table 1: These frame rates reflect the interactivity of the presented progressive ray casting methods with respect to a classic non-progressive ray casting algorithm on
two different mobile devices. All progressive methods perform interactively in all cases during the generation of the high resolution image, being FBSlabs the more
interactive, followed by STiles and being the Simple progressive method in third place. Note, however, that the frame rates provided by a classic non-progressive
ray casting provides worse frame rates and hence bad interactivity in average, and provoking occasional application crashes as shown in Figure 7.

is not reliable, as tile costs are computed from a low-resolution592

image rendering, and furthermore, we actually classify each tile593

by the cost queried from a single sample position at its center.594

However, this issue is not a problem, as the rendering of empty,595

and almost empty tiles, completes instantly when the fragment596

shader discards rays not intersecting the proxy geometry, so it597

is actually normal completing all the empty regions and part of598

the effective ray casting workload during the first frame.599

As previously commented, we tested an initial version of600

STiles that consisted in sorting individual rays, achieving poorer601

performance. We were then inspired by an analysis of the ras-602

terization patterns followed by several GPUs in [37], where the603

authors were able to reveal the order in which pixels are ren-604

dered by the GPUs by means of using atomic counters in a frag-605

ment shader. Based on this observation we performed an anal-606

ysis of the performance by running some tests, packing groups607

of rays in tiles of several sizes (see Figure 9). As expected,608

increasing the tile size boosts performance. The rationale be-609

hind this is that packing neighbouring rays together takes ad-610

vantage of the 3D texture cache. Following this argumentation,611

performing the whole rendering at once would achieve an op-612

timal result. However, the measurements shown in Figure 9613

are averaged over a big variety of camera configurations where614

some renderings are generated very quickly and others can take615

much longer (e.g. the Body model seen from above through its616

longest axis), and they could provoke the aforementioned appli-617

cation crash issue if not split over time. We finally decided to618

use a minimum tile size of 8×8 pixels, as the performance gain619

considerably decreases for larger tile sizes. As shown in Sec-620

tion 5.2, this tile size achieves a good compromise between the621

rendering time and the perceived transition between different622

frames.623

We also tested the performance of the Simple progressive624

ray caster. The achieved completion times were the higher625

among all methods (see Figure 7). This is due to the distribu-626

tion pattern followed to generate rays for the high resolution ray627

casting. It does not take into consideration any locallity pattern,628

breaking the spatial coherence and not making possible the use629

of the 3D texture cache, finally increasing the total completion630

time. In addition, we executed performance tests of a classic631

non-progressive ray casting algorithm to compare the achieved632

times with the result of our proposed progressive methods. The633

average rendering times obtained may seem lower than our two634

proposals (see Figure 7, Classic RC). However, these are av-635

eraged numbers only from successful frames. Other images,636

taking longer to be rendered stall the application until finish-637

ing, not giving the user the opportunity to interact. Some others638

cannot even be averaged as they make the application crash due639

to long stalls (this is the case of the Obelix dataset when vi-640

sualized along its longest axis, as the used transfer function is641

barely opaque, and that generates very long rays). Furthermore,642

it is desirable to receive partial results of the final image right643

after finishing interacting (even if it takes a bit longer to com-644

plete the image), which gives the user a hint to perceive that the645

application is actually working. This performance is again not646

offered by classic non-progressive ray casting algorithms.647

Some extra tests were performed in order to measure and648

compare the interactivity of the presented progressive ray cast-649

ing methods. As seen in Table 1, all progressive methods present650

an acceptable frame rate in all cases during the generation of the651

high resolution image, being FBSlabs the more interactive, fol-652

lowed by STiles, and being the Simple progressive method in653

third place. Note, however, that the classic non-progressive ray654

casting provides worse frame rates and hence bad interactivity655

in average, and provokes application crashes occasionally, as656

shown in Figure 7.657

5.2. Transition from Low-Res to High-Res: Visual Effect658

The visual effect of the transition between low resolution659

and high resolution images obtained by FBSlabs and STiles is660

quite different. Figures 4, 6, 14, 15, 16 and 17 show the progres-661

sion of each method during the transition time with renderings662

of several datasets, visualized with transfer functions designed663

with different colors and opacities. The accompanying video664

depicts the progression effect over time better.665
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Figure 9: These charts show the overall completion times (in seconds) obtained
for the STiles algorithm under several tile size configurations. The tests were
run on two different devices (Huawei Nexus 6P on the top, Motorola Nexus 6
at the bottom) with several datasets. The tested tile sizes were: 12, 22, 42, 82,
162 and 322. We can see how the completion time decreases as the tile size
increases. More precisely, the performance gain is particularly low for sizes
greater than 82, which is actually the size of the rasterization patterns used by
those GPUs.

The progressive FBSlabs method has the effect of the high666

resolution image appearing on top of the low resolution one (see667

Figure 11, FBSlabs) and completes gradually replacing the low668

resolution image in front-to-back order. During the incremen-669

tal rendering, the final color that is presented onto the screen is670

the composition of the high resolution image on top of the re-671

maining part of low resolution image using alpha blending. An672

issue regarding this way of compositing images is that we are673

mixing viewport resolutions. In the context of ray casting, this674

means two things. The first one is the fact that the rays in the675

low-resolution image do not perfectly match rays in the high-676

resolution image. And the second one is that we are performing677

an upsampling of the low-resolution image, so we are interpo-678

lating color to match the sizes of both images. This sometimes679

results in slight seam artifacts revealed in the boundary between680

the high resolution and the low resolution models.681

STiles also reveals the final high quality image gradually,682

but in this case, small tiles with the corresponding part of the683

high resolution image appear in a pseudo-random order (see684

Figure 11, STiles). It also gives the impression of completing685

the result in some sort of front-to-back order (or back-to-front686

order, it actually depends on the sorting strategy) but each tile687

Figure 10: This chart shows the measured average perceptual error (and its stan-
dard deviation) on the transition process (going from the low-resolution image
to the high-resolution image). The perceptual metric used is the structural dis-
similarity metric (DSSIM). The average error was computed using pairs of con-
secutive frames in several series of the incremental ray casting process. We can
observe that the transition becomes perceptually more evident (i.e. has a higher
error measure) as the tile size increases, being significantly greater for tile sizes
greater than 82 (note that 162 has a considerably higher standard deviation).

with high resolution color that has been computed completely688

replaces the initial low resolution color, instead of composit-689

ing the high resolution color over the low resolution color as in690

FBSlabs (see the accompanying video to appreciate the effect691

over time). We can choose between sorting tiles in increasing692

or decreasing order of ray cost. In the first case, tiles with small693

cost (e.g. those with rays that become completely opaque very694

quickly) are rendered first. This way, models visualized with695

transfer functions designed to reveal opaque isosurfaces exhibit696

a transition effect that gives the perception of most parts of the697

final image appearing first and then the silhouettes appearing in698

the end. A reverse sorting strategy, starting from tiles with an699

estimated high cost and then rendering tiles in decreasing or-700

der gives the contrary visual effect: first, translucent areas and701

most silhouettes are revealed, and then opaque areas with little702

translucent component are computed in last place. We decided703

to sort tiles by increasing order because, in most cases, the ef-704

fect it achieves is more desirable, and furthermore, the transi-705

tion achieved gives the perception of completing sooner due to706

the fact of rendering more tiles in the first frames.707

As explained in Section 5.1, we empirically determined a708

lower boundary of the tile size (in pixels) based on an analy-709

sis of the GPU rasterization pattern [37] and a series of exper-710

iments regarding performance (Figure 9). These experiments711

show a tendency to gain performance when increasing the tile712

size. However, STiles performs a tile-based rendering, and it713

consequently presents a blocky transition effect that becomes714

more evident when the tiles are too large. To determine an ap-715

propriate tile size, we also performed a series of experiments716

to measure the transition changes over time using a perceptual717

structural dissimilarity metric (DSSIM). Figure 10 shows aver-718

aged perceptual differences over time. The perceptual differ-719

ences shown in the chart are obtained by comparing each in-720

termediate frame with the previous one. Based on the obtained721

results, we decided to fix the tile size to 8 × 8, as the perceptual722
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FBSlabs STiles Final image

Figure 11: Detail of an intermediate step during the high resolution transition process (Head dataset 5122 × 485 high res., 1282 × 122 low res.). In FBSlabs, the
transition boundary is more evident and reveals patterns generated by the fact that ray sampling proceeds front-to-back from the proxy geometry. The boundary is
less perceivable in STiles, which furthermore has a pseudo-random transition pattern that makes it less evident over time.

Figure 12: Perceptual changes of progressive methods over time. Vertical col-
ored lines indicate the completion time in each case. The data was taken from
rendering the Vix and the Obelix datasets (see Figures 6 and 16) and comparing
each frame with the final image (ground truth). It can be observed that STiles is
the fastest method and has a smooth convergence to the ground truth.

Figure 13: Perceptual changes of STiles over time using different tile sizes.
Data taken from rendering the Vix dataset (see Figures 4 and 6) and comparing
each pair of subsequent frames in the timeline. Larger tile sizes achieve higher
perceptual changes between subsequent frames. This is actually normal consid-
ering that the final image completion is usually achieved in less frames when
using larger tile sizes. Note that tiles of size 8 × 8 and smaller achieve similar
measures over time, yet tiles of size 8×8 take less frames to finish among those
small tile sizes (and less time, see Figures 9 and 7).
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differences increase for larger tile sizes. This size is actually the723

lower boundary determined in the previous section, and also the724

size of the tiles generated by the rasterization process on these725

GPUs. This size is small enough so that the blocky nature of726

this method is not evident or annoying during the transition be-727

tween the low resolution and the high resolution images.728

We did another set of tests to measure and evaluate the qual-729

ity of transition on several datasets, also using perceptual met-730

rics (DSSIM). Figure 12 shows the perceptual transition profile731

of the FBSlabs and STiles progressive methods, and of the two732

different approaches of the Simple progressive ray caster, one733

distributing rays in a pseudo-random order (random), and an-734

other in a more structured way (structured). These tests were735

done using the Vix and the Obelix datasets (see Figures 6 and736

16), which are visualized using transfer functions with different737

levels of transparency. The charts show the perceptual image738

variation of each frame with respect to the final (ground truth)739

image. The vertical lines indicate the completion time of each740

method. In both charts, we can see how STiles is the fastest741

method, and its more uniform convergence to zero indicates that742

it produces a more smooth transition. We can also observe how743

FBSlabs shows a less uniform slope in its overall time interval744

in the charts, and after approaching the ground truth, it keeps745

on executing during several frames until the whole model has746

been rendered. This quick convergence is due to the front-to-747

back nature of the method, as the front part of the model usu-748

ally covers most part of the image, yet the back part of it has749

smaller visual impact on the final result. This results in a sud-750

den change in the first frames and very subtle variations in the751

last ones. The Simple random and Simple structured techniques,752

like STiles, also have a smooth and constant visual transition ef-753

fect, but their total completion times are longer. Summarizing,754

these observations confirm the perception we had when analyz-755

ing the running application and our preference towards STiles,756

as it quickly converges to the final image and keeps a gradual757

and smooth transition over time.758

Figure 13 shows DSSIM measurements of each frame of the759

progressive rendering with respect to its previous frame for dif-760

ferent tile size configurations in STiles. In this case, the charts761

show that the biggest tile sizes achieve a higher error, meaning762

that the transition is less smooth and more perceivable. How-763

ever, tiles of size 8×8 and smaller have a similar profile. Taking764

this into account and considering the performance results in the765

previous section (see Figure 9), we decided to use tiles of size766

8 × 8 as the default option.767

5.3. Discussion768

Both FBSlabs and STiles are usable when generating pro-769

gressive renderings of volume data. The presented performance770

tests show that they enable less powerful devices to render big771

volumes of data otherwise not feasible. Table 2 summarizes the772

main features of the two proposed algorithms. We recommend773

using STiles over FBSlabs whenever possible. It fits devices774

with OpenGL ES 3.1 (needed for the compute shaders). The775

results obtained for STiles are better both in performance and776

in visual quality as demonstrated in the previous sections. It777

completes the high quality image in less time than FBSlabs and778

the perceptual variation over time as the transition advances is779

smaller, a fact that matches our visual assessment (see the ac-780

companying video). Not far from it, however, FBSlabs is a781

good candidate to use in less powerful devices that do not pro-782

vide compute shaders (only available from OpenGL ES 3.1).783

Furthermore, even when running on more capable hardware,784

FBSlabs is a good choice on platforms such as WebGL, whose785

standard still does not support modern features such as compute786

shaders. Moreover it could even be adapted for older devices787

that do not provide 3D textures using a scheme based on flat788

3D textures or stacked 2D textures, for instance.789

6. Conclusions and Future Work790

In this paper, we have proposed a multiresolution architec-791

ture based on ray casting aimed at achieving the interactive ren-792

dering of volume ray casting in less powerful devices, such as793

mobile phones and PCs with low-end and old graphics chips.794

We use a low resolution dataset to perform interactive visual-795

izations during user interaction, and the higher resolution ver-796

sion of the same dataset (that still fits the target’s GPU mem-797

ory) to perform a high quality visualization each time the user798

stops interacting. We use a set of techniques such as a feature-799

preserving downsampling filter and adaptive transfer functions800

in order to improve the quality of coarse resolution datasets.801

Our main contributions are two scalable methods for the802

progressive ray casting of high resolution datasets that are able803

to decouple the rendering process into separated batches that804

can be rendered over subsequent frames: FBSlabs and STiles.805

These algorithms are able to provide an interactive user ex-806

perience without application stalls at any time. Based on the807

performed experiments, we conclude that STiles achieves bet-808

ter results in both performance and visual quality than FBSlabs,809

as presented in Section 5. FBSlabs is, however, a good candi-810

date for less up to date devices that do not provide modern GPU811

features (e.g. compute shaders).812

Regarding STiles a slight improvement would be the ability813

to split the current individual ray batches into several parts. It814

is not likely that our algorithms are going to deal with volume815

datasets large enough to make the device stall by only render-816

ing a single ray group. However, that could happen if rays were817

long enough, which could be solved by also allowing incremen-818

tal rendering of individual tiles.819

Current sizes of really large datasets (≥ 10243) cannot fit820

current GPUs’ memory specifications. A possible way to ex-821

tend our architecture is the implementation of an out-of-core822

block based scheme that allows fetching blocks as needed dur-823

ing the high resolution rendering process, so our progressive824

rendering algorithm could require the needed blocks from the825

storage memory or server at each frame. At first sight it seems826

that the implementation of a block-based on-demand architec-827

ture like this could be easier to extend FBSlabs, which already828

performs an object space partition to carry out the progressive829

rendering, rather than STiles, which is a screen space approach.830
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Figure 14: Illustration of the transition in the presented algorithms for the Head dataset (5122 × 485 high res., 1282 × 122 low res.). These figures do not correspond
to the actual rendering, but we modified them in order to show which parts of the image are updated over subsequent frames in both algorithms: the region that has
not yet been updated with the high quality rendering is shown with a semi-transparent look. Note that Simple has the more incremental transition. Note also that
FBSlabs has homogeneous boundaries that are easier to perceive during the progression than STiles, and STiles provides a pseudo-random transition pattern that is
more difficult to notice during the incremental rendering (see Figure 11).
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Figure 15: Melanix dataset (2562 × 602 high res., 642 × 151 low res.). Transition effect of the two proposed incremental ray casting algorithms using a transfer
function with almost opaque colors.
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FBSlabs STiles
OpenGL
version

Requires OpenGL ES 3.0 or lower if the 3D
volume is managed with 2D textures.

Requires OpenGL ES 3.1 because it needs
compute shaders.

Transition
effect

High-resolution image appearing front to
back. Major changes occur during the first
frames. More perceivable seams between
low-resolution and high-resolution models.

Better DSSIM perceptual results. Transi-
tion occurs more regularly distributed over
time. Pseudo-random substitution pattern of
the low-res image by the high-res one.

Transition
time

Good average completion times. A small
number of ray casting samples is fixed at each
frame. High interactivity rate.

Better average completion times. A time bud-
get is fixed for each frame that cannot be ex-
ceeded. At each step, as many tiles as possible
are rendered. Good interactivity rate.

Table 2: Characteristic features of FBSlabs and STiles methods for progressive ray casting.
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Figure 16: Obelix dataset (2562 × 780 high res., 642 × 195 low res.). Transition effect of the Simple, FBSlabs and STiles incremental ray casting algorithms using a
transfer function with some opaque colors (bones, kidneys, etc) and semitransparent colors (skin).
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Figure 17: Chameleon dataset (5123 high res., 1283 low res.). Transition effect of the two proposed incremental ray casting algorithms using a transfer function
with some opaque colors (bones, muscles, etc) and semitransparent colors (skin). Although we are mainly focusing on medical datasets, the presented algorithms
are perfectly suited for any other kinds of volume datasets such as this one.
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